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be solved by the majority communities according ^ to "the minority
communities a position of equality. Communal distinctions should entirely
disappear, leaving behind a strong nation animated by a singleness of
purpose to serve the commonweal Why do we ask for special consideration ?
Because we are ready to lay down our lives for the cause -of freeeom. Why do we
consider our claims legitimate? We are the only community ready to defend
both Hindus and Muslims and wage a continuous conflict against all tyrannies. In
the second place, we have to consider the serious matter of how to make our country
independent and self-governing. To be self-governing, we must first organise
ourselves into a nation, throw off all our communal differences, and become of one
mind and one heart/1
Resolutions.
Next day, the 31st December the conference passed two resolutions and ended
its deliberations.
The first resolution demanded that if communal representation was to continue,
Sikhs should get thirty per cent representation in the Punjab and that their interests
in other provinces should be well-protected.
The second resolution empowered Sardar Kharak Singh, President of the
conference, to form a committee of not more than seven members and carry on
negotiations with the Congress. If their negotiations proved fruitful the Sikhs
should co-operate whole-heartedly with the Congress. If not, they should non-
co-operate with the Congress.
Sardar Baghsingh, supporting the resolution, said that Sikhs were hoping for the
day when their blood would be shed for the sake of the country. They would not
however make any sacrifice merely to place another community in a position to
dominate them. All Congress leaders had confessed that the Sikhs had not been
fairly treated in the Punjab. So what they really wanted was their due share in
tbe administration.
Sardar Kharak Singh, winding up the proceedings, said that they had no enmity
with anybody. They merely 'wanted their reasonable share in the administration
and hoped that an understanding would be arrived at with the Congress leaders.
The Hindu Sabha Conferences
The Bengal Provincial Hindu Sabha Conference
The fifth session of the Bengal Provincial Hindu Sabha Conference was held at
Dacca on the 27 th August 1929 under the presidentship of Mr. N. C. Kelkar. In
the course of a well-thoughtout speech Mr. Kelkar said : —
"It has been the lot of the Hindu Sabha to have its aims and objects completely
misrepresented and misunderstood all along, even by those who should have know&
it better. The annual sessions of the All-India Hindu Mahasabha, as well as fas
provincial organizations, are remedying this evil to a certain extent,^ But it is
more or less one-sided, as it is bound to be. And for this reason, I fed grateful fe£
the unique opportunity that was recently afforded by the enquiry entrusted to
Bombay Riots Committee for the vindication of the aims, objects and activities of
the Hindu Sabha. And I would like to take the earliest opportunity to pay my
tribute of appreciation to my friend Mr. M. R. Jayakar, the president of the Bombay
branch of the Hindu Sabha, for the splendid manner in which he vindicated
cause before that committee.
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"He lucidly explained the objects of the Hindu Mahasabha.   He put
exitracts from his own speech as Chairman of the   Reception Committee
Conference in Bombay, which inaugurated the Hindu Sabha in that city so
1925*   And he cited also parallel quotations from the speeches of other
leaders of the Hindu Sabha movement, such as Lala Lajpat Rai, Dr.
Sankaran Nair, Mr. Ramanand Chatterjee and others.   He explained the real
and purpose .of the Sted^hi ar^d Sangathan .movements    In pantieute

